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James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) advanced the theory that light is an electromagnetic wave phenomenon.
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Light is an electromagnetic wave phenomenon described by the same theoretical principles that govern all forms of electromagnetic radiation. Optical frequencies occupy a band of the electromagnetic spectrum that extends from the infrared through the visible to the ultraviolet (Fig. 5.0-l). Because the wavelength of light is relatively short (between 10 nm and 1 mm), the techniques used for generating, transmitting, and detecting optical waves have traditionally differed from those used for electromagnetic waves of longer wavelength. However, the recent miniaturization of optical components (e.g., optical waveguides and integrated-optical devices) has caused these differences to become less significant. Electromagnetic radiation propagates in the form of two mutually coupled vector waves, an electric-field wave and a magnetic-field wave. The wave optics theory described in Chap, 2 is an approximation of the electromagnetic theory, in which light is described by a single scalar function of position and time (the wavefunction). This approximation is adequate for paraxial waves under certain conditions. As shown in Chap. 2, the ray optics approximation provides a further simplification valid in the limit of short wavelengths. Thus electromagnetic optics encompasseswave optics, which, in turn, encompassesray optics (Fig. 5.0-2). This chapter provides a brief review of the aspectsof electromagnetic theory that are of importance in optics. The basic principles of the theory-Maxwell’s equations-are provided in Sec. 5.1, whereas Sec. 5.2 covers the electromagnetic properties of dielectric media. These two sectionsmay be regarded asthe postulates of electromagnetic optics, i.e., the set of rules on which the remaining sectionsare based. In Sec. 5.3 we provide a restatement of these rules for the important special case of monochromatic light. Elementary electromagnetic waves (plane waves, spherical waves, and Gaussianbeams) are introduced as examples in Sec. 5.4. Dispersive media, which exhibit wavelength-dependent absorption coefficients and refractive indices, are discussedin Sec. 5.5. Section 5.6 is devoted to the propagation of light pulsesin dispersive
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OF LIGHT



Electromagnetic optics Wave optics



Ray optics



Figure 5.0-2 Wave optics is the scalar approximation of electromagnetic the limit of wave optics when the wavelength is very short.



optics. Ray optics is



media. Chapter 6 covers the polarization of light and the optics of anisotropic media, and Chap. 19 is devoted to the electromagnetic optics of nonlinear media.



5.1



ELECTROMAGNETIC



THEORY



OF LIGHT



An electromagnetic field is described by two related vector fields: the electric field 8(r, t) and the magnetic field A?(r, t). Both are vector functions of position and time. In general, six scalar functions of position and time are therefore required to describe light in free space. Fortunately, these functions are related since they must satisfy a set of coupled partial differential equations known as Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell’s Equations in Free Space The electric and magnetic fields in free space satisfy the following partial differential equations, known as Maxwell’s equations:



(5.1-1)



(5.1-2)



V*8=0



(5.1-3)



v-x=0,



(5.1-4) Maxwell’s Equations (Free Space)



where the constants E, = (1/36~) x lop9 and puo= 47r X lo-’ (MKS units) are, respectively, the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability of free space; and V - and V x are the divergence and the curl operations.+ ‘In a Cartesian coordinate system V . B = aZX/ax Cartesian components (aZJay - aE’,,/az), (&FJaz



+ W,,/ay - aEJax),



+ %Jaz and V x 8 is a vector and (aE,,/ax - aS?‘Jay).



with
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The Wave Equation A necessary condition for 8 and X’ to satisfy Maxwell’s components satisfy the wave equation



equations is that each of their



(5.1-5) The Wave Equation



where



is the speedof light, and the scalar function u represents any of the three components (kFx,gY, ZYz)of 8, or the three components (Z’, ZY, Zz> of X. The wave equation may be derived from Maxwell’s equations by applying the curl operation V X to (5.1-2), using the vector identity V x (V x 8’) = V(V * 8’) - V28, and then using (5.1-l) and (5.1-3) to show that each component of 8 satisfies the wave equation. A similar procedure is followed for Z. Since Maxwell’s equations and the wave equation are linear, the principle of superposition applies; i.e., if two sets of electric and magnetic fields are solutions to these equations, their sum is also a solution. The connection between electromagnetic optics and wave optics is now eminently clear. The wave equation, which is the basis of wave optics, is embedded in the structure of electromagnetic theory; and the speedof light is related to the electromagnetic constants E, and pu, by (5.1-6). Maxwell’s Equations in a Medium In a medium in which there are no free electric charges or currents, two more vector fields need to be defined-the electric flux density (also called the electric displacement) 0(r, t) and the magnetic flux density AP(r, t). Maxwell’s equations relate the four fields 8, Z, 0, and 9, by



vxz=; Vx8= -F v*0=0 v-9?=0.



1 (5.1-7)



(5.1-8) (5.1-9) (5.1-10) Maxwell’s Equations (Source-Free Medium)



The relation between the electric flux density 0 and the electric field 8 dependson the electric properties of the medium. Similarly, the relation between the magnetic flux density 58’ and the magnetic field &;I depends on the magnetic properties of the
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medium. Two equations help define these relations: 0=E,&7+9



(5.1-11)



in which 9 is the polarization density and AT is the magnetization density. In a dielectric medium, the polarization density is the macroscopic sum of the electric dipole moments that the electric field induces. The magnetization density is similarly defined. The vector fields 9 and J are, in turn, related to the electric and magnetic fields 8 and 3?’ by relations that depend on the electric and magnetic properties of the medium, respectively, as will be described subsequently. Once the medium is known, an equation relating 9 and 8, and another relating d and S?’are established.When substituted in Maxwell’s equations, we are left with equations governing only the two vector fields 8 and Z. In free space, 9 =A = 0, so that 9 = E,&? and ~3 = p,Z’; the free-space Maxwell’s equations, (5.1-l) to (5.1-41, are then recovered. In a nonmagnetic medium J = 0. Throughout this book, unlessotherwise stated, it is assumedthat the medium is nonmagnetic (A = 0). Equation (5.1-12) is then replaced by 9



(5.1-13)



= p*z.



Boundary Conditions In a homogeneous medium, all components of the fields 8, Z’, 9, and 9 are continuous functions of position. At the boundary between two dielectric media and in the absence of free electric charges and currents, the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields 8 and Z and the normal components of the electric and magnetic flux densities 9 and 99 must be continuous (Fig. 5.1-l). Intensity and Power The flow of electromagnetic power is governed by the vector (5.1-14)



9=8XZ,



known asthe Poynting vector. The direction of power flow is along the direction of the Poynting vector, i.e., is orthogonal to both 8 and S?. The optical intensity I (power flow acrossa unit area normal to the vector 9’>+ is the magnitude of the time-averaged



Figure 5.1-1 continuous



Tangential components at the boundaries between



of 8 and Z different



media



and normal components of ZB and A? are without



free



electric



charges



and currents.



‘For a discussion of this interpretation, see M. Born and E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, New York, 6th ed. 1980, pp. 9-10; and E. Wolf, Coherence and Radiometry, Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol. 68, pp. 6-17, 1978.
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Figure 5.2-l The dielectric medium responds to an applied electric field 8 and creates a polarization density 9.



8b-, t) -1



Medium



l-9%,



tl



Poynting vector (9). The average is taken over times that are long compared to an optical cycle, but short compared to other times of interest.



5.2



DIELECTRIC



MEDIA



The nature of the dielectric medium is exhibited in the relation between the polarization density 9 and the electric field 8, called the medium equation (Fig. 5.2-l). It is useful to think of the 9-g relation as a system in which 8 is regarded as an applied input and 9 as the output or response. Note that 8 = 8(r, t) and 9 =9(r, t) are functions of position and time. Definitions A dielectric medium is said to be linear if the vector field 9(r, t) is linearly related to the vector field &F(r,t). The principle of superposition then applies. n The medium is said to be nondispersiveif its responseis instantaneous; i.e., 9 at time t is determined by 8 at the same time t and not by prior values of 8. Nondispersivenessis clearly an idealization since any physical system, however fast it may be, has a finite responsetime. 9 The medium is said to be homogeneousif the relation between 9 and 8 is independent of the position r. n The medium is called isotropic if the relation between the vectors 9 and 8 is independent of the direction of the vector 8, so that the medium looks the same from all directions. The vectors 9 and 8 must then be parallel. . The medium is said to be spatially nondispersiueif the relation between 9 and 8 is local; i.e., 9 at each position r is influenced only by 8 at the sameposition. In this chapter the medium is always assumedto be spatially nondispersive. n



A.



Linear,



Nondispersive,



Homogeneous,



and Isotropic



Media



Let us first consider the simplest case of linear, nondispersiue,homogeneous,and isotropic media. The vectors 9 and 8 at any position and time are parallel and proportional, so that



/P-r,yB, where x is a scalar constant called the electric susceptibility (Fig. 5.2-2).



Figure 5.2-2 A linear, homogenous, isotropic, and nondispersive medium is characterized completely by one constant, the electric susceptibility x.



(5.2-i)



DIELECTRIC



Substituting proportional,



(5.2-l)



in (S.l-ll),



it follows



that 9
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and 8 are also parallel



and



9 = Es?,



(5.2-2)



E = E,(l + x)



(5.2-3)



where



is another scalar constant, the electric permittivity of the medium. The radio E/E, is the relative permittivity or dielectric constant. Under theseconditions, Maxwell’s equationssimplify to



(5.2-4)



(5.2-5)



V-8=0



(5.2-6)



v*Ar=o.



(5.2-7) Maxwell’s Equations (Linear, Homogeneous, Isotropic, Nondispersive, Source-Free Medium)



We are now left with two related vector fields, Z(r, t) and X(r, t) that satisfy equations identical to Maxwell’s equations in free space with E, replaced by E. Each of the components of 8 and X therefore satisfiesthe wave equation



2



v2u-$0,



(5.2-8) Wave Equation



with a speed c = l/C+,) ‘I2 . The different components of the electric and magnetic fields propagate in the form of waves of speed



Co c = -) n



(5.2-9) Speed of Light (In a Medium)



where E n=



(



Eo1



l/2 = (1 -I- x)r12



(5.2-10) Refractive Index
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and c, =



1 (5.2-11)



k3PoY2 is the speed of light in free space. The constant n is the ratio of the speed of light in free space to that in the medium. It therefore represents the refractive index of the medium. The refractive index is the square the dielecu-ic constant.



root of



This is another point of connection between scalar wave optics (Chap. 2) and electromagnetic optics. Other connections are discussedin Sec. 5.4B.



B.



Nonlinear,



Dispersive,



Inhomogeneous,



or Anisotropic



Media



We now consider media for which one or more of the properties of linearity, nondispersiveness,homogeneity, and isotropy are not satisfied. Inhomogeneous Media In an inhomogeneous dielectric medium (such as a graded-index medium) that is linear, nondispersive, and isotropic, the simple proportionality relations 9 = E,x~, and &@= EZ’ remain valid, but the coefficients x and E are functions of position, x = x(r) and E = E(r) (Fig. 5.2-3). Likewise, the refractive index n = n(r) is position dependent. For locally homogeneousmedia, in which E(r) varies sufficiently slowly so that it can be assumedconstant within a distance of a wavelength, the wave equation is modified to



Medium)



where c(r) = c,/n(r) is a spatially varying speed and n(r) = [&)/c,]‘/2 is the refractive index at position r. This relation, which was provided as one of the postulates of wave optics (Sec. 2.1), will now be shown to be a consequenceof Maxwell’s equations. Beginning with Maxwell’s equations (5.1-7) to (5.1-10) and noting that E = E(r) is position dependent, we apply the curl operation V x to both sides of (5.1-8) and use Maxwell’s equation (5.1-7) to write



a29 v x (V x a> = V(V * S) - V28 = -po -j-p.



(5.2-13)



Maxwell’s equation (5.1-9) gives V . EE’ = 0 and the identity V . EZY= EV * 8 + 8 . VE



Figure 5.2-3 An inhomogeneous (but linear, nondispersive, and isotropic) medium is characterized by a position dependent susceptibility x(r).
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permits us to obtain V * 8 = -(~/E)VE v*g



-



-8, which when substituted



-- 1 a28 +v Lk&? c*(r)



at*



(E



1



=o,
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in (5.2-13) yields (5.2-14)



where c(r) = l/[~,&)]1/2 = co/n(r). If E(r) varies in space at a much slower rate than 8(r, t); i.e., E(r) does not vary significantly within a wavelength distance, the third term in (5.2-14) may be neglected in comparison with the first, so that (5.2-12) is approximately applicable. Anisotropic Media In an anisotropic dielectric medium, the relation between the vectors 9 and 8 depends on the direction of the vector 8, and these two vectors are not necessarily parallel. If the medium is linear, nondispersive, and homogeneous,each component of 9 is a linear combination of the three components of 8



where the indices i, j = 1,2,3 denote the X, y, and z components. The dielectric properties of the medium are described by an array {xij} of 3 x 3 constants known as the susceptibility tensor (Fig. 5.2-4). A similar relation between L9 and 8 applies:



where {EijJ are elements of the electric permittivity tensor. The optical properties of anisotropic media are examined in Chap. 6. Dispersive Media The relation between 9 and 8 is a dynamic relation with “memory” rather than an instantaneousrelation. The vector 8 “creates” the vector 9 by inducing oscillation of the bound electrons in the atoms of the medium, which collectively produce the polarization density. A time delay between this cause and effect (or input and output)



Figure 5.2-4 An anisotropic (but linear, homogeneous, and nondispersive) medium is characterized completely by nine constants, elements of the susceptibility tensor xlj. Each of the components of 9 is a weighted superposition of the three components of 8.
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Figure 5.2-5 In a dispersive (but linear, homogeneous, and isotropic) medium, the relation between 9(t) and s(t) is governed by a dynamic linear system described by an impulse-response function E, s(t) corresponding to a frequency dependent susceptibility x(v).



is exhibited. When this time is extremely short in comparison with other times of interest, however, the responsemay be regarded as instantaneous, so that the medium is approximately nondispersive. For simplicity, we shall limit this discussionto dispersive media that are linear, homogeneous,and isotropic. The dynamic relation between 9(t) and s(t) may be described by a linear differential equation; for example, a, d29/dt2 + a2 d9/dt + a,.9 = 8, where al, a2, and a3 are constants. This equation is similar to that describing the response of a harmonic oscillator to a driving force. More generally, a linear dynamic relation may be described by the methods of linear systems(see Appendix B). A linear systemis characterized by its responseto an impulse. An impulse of electric field of magnitude 8(t) at time t = 0 induces a time-dispersed polarization density of magnitude eos(t ), where z(t) is a scalar function of time beginning at t = 0 and lasting for some duration. Since the medium is linear, an arbitrary electric field s(t) induces a polarization density that is a superposition of the effects of &F’(t‘) at all t’ I t, i.e., a convolution (see Appendix A)



9y t) = EJ -m s(t



- t’)t$F(t’)



dt’.



(5.2-17)



The dielectric medium is therefore described completely by the impulse-response function l ,s(t). Dynamic linear systemsare also described by their transfer function (which governs the responseto harmonic inputs). The transfer function is the Fourier transform of the impulse-responsefunction. In our case the transfer function at frequency v is E~x(v), where x(u), the Fourier transform of z(t), is a frequency-dependent susceptibility (Fig. 5.2-5). Th is concept is discussedin Sec. 5.3. Nonlinear Media In a nonlinear dielectric medium, the relation between 9 and 8 is nonlinear. If the medium is homogeneous, isotropic, and nondispersive, then 9 is some nonlinear function of 8, 9 = q(8), at every position and time; for example, 9 = a,8 + a2g2 + a,g3, where al, a2, and a3 are constants. The wave equation (5.2-8) is not applicable to electromagnetic waves in nonlinear media. However, Maxwell’s equations can be used to derive a nonlinear partial differential equation that these waves obey. Operating on Maxwell’s equation (5.1-8) with the curl operator V X , using the relation 9 = p$$?‘, and substituting from Maxwell’s equation (5.1-7), we obtain V x (V x S) = -p. d20/dt2. Using the relation 0 = E,&?+9 and the vector identity V X (V X a) = V(V * Z) - V28, we write 2



2



V(V.8) -V28= -E&L*; -A&;.



(5.248)



For a homogeneousand isotropic medium 0 = ~8, so that from Maxwell’s equation, V -0 = 0, we conclude that V * 8 = 0. Substituting V * 8 = 0 and e,pCL,= l/c: into
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(5.2-181, we obtain



Isotropic Medium)



Equation (5.2-19) is applicable to all homogeneousand isotropic dielectric media. If, in addition, the medium is nondispersive, LY = Xl!(Z) and therefore (5.2-19) yields a nonlinear partial differential equation for the electric field 8, 2



v2g-



2-E =po c; dt2



a2qq at2



(5.2-20)



-



The nonlinearity of the wave equation implies that the principle of superposition is no longer applicable. Most optical media are approximately linear, unless the optical intensity is very large, as in the case of focused laser beams. Nonlinear optical media are discussedin Chap. 19.



5.3



MONOCHROMATIC



ELECTROMAGNETIC



WAVES



When the electromagnetic wave is monochromatic, all components of the electric and magnetic fields are harmonic functions of time of the same frequency. These components are expressedin terms of their complex amplitudes aswas done in Sec. 2.2A, 8(r, t) = Re{ E(r) exp( jut)} Z(r,



t) = Re{H(r) exp( jwt)},



(5.3-l)



where E(r) and H(r) are the complex amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, w = 27~~ is the angular frequency, and v is the frequency. The complex amplitudes P, D, and B of the real functions 9, 9, and LZJare similarly defined. The relations between these complex amplitudes that follow from Maxwell’s equations and the medium equations will now be determined. Maxwell’s Equations Substituting d/at = jo in Maxwell’s equations (5.1-7) to (5.1-101,we obtain



VXH=joD



(5.3-2)



V X E = -jmB



(5.3-3)



V-D=0 V.B=O.



(5.3-4) (5.3-5) Maxwell’s Equations (Source-Free Medium; Monochromatic Light)
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Equations (5. l-l 1) and (5.1-13) similarly provide D = E,E + P



(5.3-6)



B = poH.



(5.3-7)



Optical Intensity and Power The flow of electromagnetic power is governed by the time average of the Poynting vector 9 = 8 x A?. In terms of the complex amplitudes, 9



=



Re{Eejw’}



=



;(E



x



H*



x



Re{Hejut}



+



E”



x



=



H



+



i(EejWf



E X



+



Hei2”’



E*e-jWr)



+ E”



X



X



f(H&“’



+



H*e-j”‘)



H*e-j2wt).



The terms containing ej2wr and e-j2wt are washed out by the averaging processso that (9)



= f(E



X H*



+ E* X H) = i(S



+ S*)



= Re{S},



(5.3-8)



where S=+EXH*



(5.3-9)



is regarded as a “complex Poynting vector.” The optical intensity is the magnitude of the vector Re{S}. Linear, Nondispersive, Homogeneous, and Isotropic Media With the medium equations D = EE



and



B = P$,



(5.3-10)



Maxwell’s equations, (5.3-2) to (5.3-5), become



V X H = joeE



(5.3-11)



V X E = -jopu,H



(5.3-12) (5.3-13)



V-E=0 V.H=O.



(5.3-14) Maxwell’s Equations (Monochromatic Light; Linear, Homogeneous, Isotropic, Nondispersive, Source-Free Medium)



Since the components of 8 and A? satisfy the wave equation [with c = co/n and the components of E and H must satisfy the Helmholtz equation



n = (E/E,)‘/~],



/



V2U+k2U=0,



1



k=u(epo)1’2=nk,,



l$izjiii Equation



where the scalar function U = U(r) represents any of the six components of the vectors E and H, and k, = w/c,.
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Inhomogeneous Media In an inhomogeneousmedium, Maxwell’s equations (5.3-11) to (5.3-14) remain applicable, but E = e(r) is now position dependent. For locally homogeneousmedia in which E(r) varies slowly with respect to the wavelength, the Helmholtz equation (5.3-15) is approximately valid with k = n(r)k, and n(r) = [e(r)/E,]1/2. Dispersive Media In a dispersive medium 9(t) and Z’(t) are related by the dynamic relation in (5.2-17). To determine the corresponding relation between the complex amplitudes P and E, we substitute (5.3-l) into (5.2-17) and equate the coefficients of &“‘. The result is



P = l ,x(v)E,



(5.3-16)



where X(V)



=



Irn



s(t)



--m



exp( -j2rvt)



dt



(5.347)



is the Fourier transform of z(t). This can also be seen if we invoke the convolution theorem (convolution in the time domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain; see Sets. A.1 and B.l of Appendices A and B), and recognize E and P as the components of 8 and 9 of frequency v. The function E~X(V) may be regarded as the transfer function of the linear system that relates 9(t) to i?(t). The relation between 0 and 8 is similar, D = E(v)E,



(5.3-18)



44 = %[l + XWI~



(5.3-19)



The only difference between the idealized nondispersive medium and the dispersive medium is that in the latter the susceptibility x and the permittivity E are frequency dependent. The Helmholtz equation (5.3-15) is applicable to dispersive media with the wavenumber k = w[E(v)~~]“~



= n(v)k,,



where the refractive index n(v) = [E(v)/E,J~/~ is now frequency dependent. If x(v), E(V), and n(v) are approximately constant within the frequency band of interest, the medium may be treated as approximately nondispersive. Dispersive media are discussedfurther in Sec. 5.5.



5.4 A.



Plane,



ELEMENTARY



Spherical,



ELECTROMAGNETIC



and Gaussian



Electromagnetic



WAVES Waves



Three important examples of monochromatic electromagnetic waves are introduced in this section-the plane wave, the spherical wave, and the Gaussianbeam. The medium is assumedlinear, homogeneous,and isotropic.
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The Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) Plane Wave Consider a monochromatic electromagnetic wave whose electric and magnetic field components are plane waves of wavevector k (see Sec. 2.2B), so that E(r) = E, exp( -jk



l



r)



H(r) = H, exp( -jk * r),



(5.4-1)



(5.4-2)



where E, and H, are constant vectors. Each of these components satisfies the Helmholtz equation if the magnitude of k is k = nk,, where n is the refractive index of the medium. We now examine the conditions E, and H, must satisfy so that Maxwell’s equations are satisfied. Substituting (5.4-l) and (5.4-2) into Maxwell’s equations (5.3-11) and (5.3-12), we obtain k x H, = -weEO



(5.4-3)



k x E, = op.,HO.



(5.4-4)



The other two Maxwell’s equations are satisfied identically since the divergence of a uniform plane wave is zero. It follows from (5.4-3) that E is normal to both k and H. Equation (5.4-4) similarly implies that H is normal to both k and E. Thus E, H, and k must by mutually orthogonal (Fig. 5.4-l). Since E and H lie in a plane normal to the direction of propagation k, the wave is called a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave. In accordance with (5.4-3) the magnitudes Ho and E, are related by Ho = (oc/k)E,. Similarly, (5.4-4) yields H, = (k/opJ&. For these two equations to be consistent oe/k = k/opu,, or k = w(E,u,)‘/~ = w/c = nw/c, = nk,. This is, in fact, the condition for the wave to satisfy the Helmholtz equation. The ratio between the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields is therefore E,/H, = upo/k = pu,c,/n = (p,/#2/n, or EO -=



Ho



(5.4-5)



“?’



where



(5.4-6) Impedance of the Medium



k



Figure 5.4-l The TEM plane wave. The vectors E, H, and k are mutually orthogonal. The wavefronts (surfaces of constant phase) are normal to k.
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is known as the impedance of the medium and



(5.4-7) Impedance of Free Space



is the impedance of free space. The complex Poynting vector S = +E X H* is parallel to the wavevector k, so that the power flows along a direction normal to the wavefronts. The magnitude of the Poynting vector S is $E,H, * = lE,12/277, so that the intensity is



(5.4-8) Intensity



The intensity of the TEM wave is therefore proportional to the squared absolute value of the complex envelope of the electric field. For example, an intensity of 10 W/cm2 in free spacecorrespondsto an electric field of = 87 V/cm. Note the similarity between (5.4-8) and the relation I = IU12,which is applicable to scalar waves (Sec. 2.2A). The Spherical Wave An example of an electromagnetic wave with features resembling the scalar spherical wave discussedin Sec. 2.2B is the field radiated by an oscillating electric dipole. This wave is constructed from an auxiliary vector field A(r) = A,U(r)i,



U(r) = i exp( -jkr)



(5.4-9)



(5.4-l



0)



represents a scalar spherical wave originating at r = 0, j; is a unit vector in the x direction, and A,, is a constant. Because U(r) satisfies the Helmholtz equation (as we know from scalar wave optics), A(r) also satisfies the Helmholtz equation, V2A + k2A = 0. We now define the magnetic field H=h-XA



(5.4-l



PO



and determine the corresponding electric field by using Maxwell’s equation (5.3-ll), E=&VXH. JWE



(5.4-12)
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These fields satisfy the other three Maxwell’s equations. The form of (5.4-11) and (5.4-12) ensures that V H = 0 and V * E = 0, since the divergence of the curl of any vector field vanishes. Because A(r) satisfies the Helmholtz equation, it can be shown that the remaining Maxwell’s equation (V X E = -jwpu,H) is also satisfied. Thus (5.4-9) to (5.4-12) define a valid electromagnetic wave. The vector A is known in electromagnetic theory as the vector potential. Its introduction often facilitates the solution of Maxwell’s equation. To obtain explicit expressions for E and H the curl operations in (5.4-11) and (5.4-12) must be evaluated. This can be conveniently accomplished by use of the spherical coordinates (r, 8,4) defined in Fig. 5.4-2(a). For points at distances from the origin much greater than a wavelength (r > h, or kr Z+ 27r), these expressionsare approximated by l



E(r) = E, sin 8 U(r) 6



(5.4-13)



H(r) = HOsin 0 U(r) 4,



(5.4-14)



where E, = (jk/pJA,, H, = E,/q, 0 = cos-‘(X/T), and 6 and #$are unit vectors in spherical coordinates. Thus the wavefronts are spherical and the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal to one another and to the radial direction e, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4-2(6). However, unlike the scalar spherical wave, the magnitude of this vector wave varies as sin 0. At points near the z axis and far from the origin, 8 = 7~/2 and 4 = r/2, so that the wavefront normals are almost parallel to the z axis (corresponding to paraxial rays) and sin 8 = 1. In a Cartesian coordinate system 6 = -sin 8 i + cost9cos4 i + cos0 sin 4 f = -ji + (x/z)(y/z)i + (x/z)& = -a + (x/z)&, so that E(r) = EO( -i



+ tn)U(r),



(5.4-15)



where U(r) is the paraxial approximation of the spherical wave (the paraboloidal wave



la)



fb)



Figure 5.4-2 (a) Spherical coordinate system. (b) Electric and magnetic field vectors and wavefronts of the electromagnetic field radiated by an oscillating electric dipole at distances r x=- A.
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discussed in Sec. 2.2B). For very large z, the term (x/z) neglected, so that E(r)



=



WAVES
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in (5.4-15) may also be (5.4-16)



-E&J(r)?



H(r) = H&J(r)?.



(5.4-17)



Under this approximation U(r) approaches a plane wave (l/z)e-ikr, ultimately have a TEM plane wave.



so that we



The Gaussian Beam As discussedin Sec. 3.1, a scalar Gaussianbeam is obtained from a paraboloidal wave (the par-axial approximation to the spherical wave) by replacing the coordinate z with z + jz,, where zO is a real constant. The same transformation can be applied to the electromagnetic spherical wave. Replacing z in (5.4-15) with z + jz,, we obtain E(r) = E, -2 + Xi z +jz, (



U(r), 1



(5.4-18)



where U(r) now represents the scalar complex amplitude of a Gaussianbeam [given by (3.1-7)]. Figure 5.4-3 illustrates the wavefronts of the Gaussian beam and the E-field lines determined from (5.4-18).



Figure 5.4-3 (a) Wavefronts of the scalar Gaussian beam U(r) in the x-z plane. (6) Electric field lines of the electromagnetic Gaussian beam in the x-z plane. (After H. A. Haus, Waves and Fields in Optoelectronics, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1984.)
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A paraxial scalar wave is a wave whose wavefront normals make small angleswith the optical axis (see Sec. 2.2C). The wave behaveslocally as a plane wave with the complex envelope and the direction of propagation varying slowly with the position. The sameidea is applicable to electromagnetic waves in isotropic media. A paraxial electromagnetic wave is locally approximated by a TEM plane wave. At each point, the vectors E and H lie in a plane tangential to the wavefront surfaces, i.e., normal to the wavevector k (Fig. 5.4-4). The optical power flows along the direction E x H, which is parallel to k and approximately parallel to the optical axis; the intensity I = IE12/2q. A scalar wave of complex amplitude U = E/(2q)li2 may be associatedwith the paraxial electromagnetic wave so that the two waves have the same intensity I = IU I2 = IE12/217and the samewavefronts. The scalar description of light is an adequate approximation for solving problems of interference, diffraction, and propagation of paraxial waves, when polarization is not a factor. Take, for example, a Gaussian beam with very small divergence angle. Most questions regarding the intensity, focusing by lenses,reflection from mirrors, or interference may be addressedsatisfactorily by useof the scalar theory (wave optics). Note, however, that U and E do not satisfy the same boundary conditions. For example, if the electric field is tangential to the boundary between two dielectric media, E is continuous, but U = E/(2q>1’2 is discontinuous since 7 = qJn changes at the boundary. Problems involving reflection and refraction at dielectric boundaries cannot be addressed completely within the scalar wave theory. Similarly, problems involving the transmission of light through dielectric waveguides require an analysis based on the rigorous electromagnetic theory, as discussedin Chap. 7.
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ABSORPTION



AND DISPERSION



Absorption



The dielectric media discussedso far have been assumedto be totally transparent, i.e., not to absorb light. Glass is approximately transparent in the visible region of the optical spectrum, but it absorbsultraviolet and infrared light. In those bands optical components are generally made of other materials (e.g., quartz and magnesiumfluoride in the ultraviolet, and calcium fluoride and germanium in the infrared). Figure 5.5-l showsthe spectral windows within which selected materials are transparent.
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The spectral bands within which selected optical materials transmit light.



Dielectric materials that absorb light are often represented phenomenologically by a complex susceptibility, x =x1 -I-jx”, corresponding to a complex permittivity V2U + k2U = 0, remains applicable, but k = w(E,~,)“~



(5.5-l)



E = ~~(1 + x). The Helmholtz equation,



= (1 + X)lj2ko = (1 + x’ + jxfr)i’2k0



(5.52)



is now complex-valued (k, = w/c, is the wavenumber in free space). A plane wave traveling in this medium in the z-direction is described by the complex amplitude U = A exp( -jkz). Since k is complex, both the magnitude and phaseof U vary with z. It is useful to write k in terms of its real and imaginary parts, k = p - j$a, where p and (Y are real. Using (5.52), we obtain p - j&



= k,(l



+ ,y’ + j,y”)“2.



(5.5-3)



Equation (5.5-3) relates p and (Y to the susceptibility components x’ and x”. Since exp( -jkz) = exp( - &z> exp( -jpz), the intensity of the wave is attenuated by the factor lexp( -jkz)12 = exp( -az), so that the coefficient a represents the absorption coefficient (also called the attenuation coefficient or the extinction coefficient). We shall see in Chap. 13 that in certain media used in lasers,cy is negative so that the medium amplifies instead of attenuates light. Since the parameter p is the rate at which the phase changes with z, it is the propagation constant. The medium therefore has an effective refractive index n
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defined by (5.5-4)



P = nk,,



and the wave travels with a phase velocity c = c,/n. Substituting (5.54) into (5.53) we obtain an equation relating the refractive index n and the absorption coefficient a to the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility xr and xl’,



Weakly Absorbing Media In a medium for which x’ < 1 and xft < 1 (a weakly absorbing gas, for example),



(1 + x1 + jx”>‘/2 = 1 + +(x1 + jx”), so that (5.5-5) yields



(5.5-6) Weakly Absorptive



(5.5-7) Medium



The refractive index is then linearly related to the real part of the susceptibility, whereas the absorption coefficient is proportional to the imaginary part. For an absorptive medium x1’ is negative and cy is positive. For an amplifying medium xN is positive and a is negative.



EXERCISE 5.5-1 Weakly Absorbing Medium. A nonabsorptive medium of refractive index no is host to impurities with susceptibility x = x’ + jx”, where x’ < 1 and x” < 1. Determine the total susceptibility and show that the refractive index and absorption coefficient are given approximately by X’



n=:no+-



(5.5-8)



2n0



a=



--



k ox ”



(5 5-9)



n0



B.



Dispersion



Dispersive media are characterized by a frequency-dependent (and therefore wavelength-dependent) susceptibility X(V), refractive index n(v), and speedof light C(V) = co/n(v). The wavelength dependence of the refractive index of selected materials is shown in Fig. 5.5-2.
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Wavelength



Figure 5.53 Optical components made of dispersive media refract waves of different wavelengths (e.g., V = violet, G = green, and R = red) by different angles.



Optical components such as prisms and lensesmade of dispersive materials refract the waves of different wavelengths by different angles, thus dispersing polychromatic light, which comprisesdifferent wavelengths, into different directions. This accounts for the wavelength-resolving power of refracting surfaces and for the wavelength-dependent focusing powers of lenses, which is responsible for chromatic aberration in imaging systems.These effects are illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.5-3. Since the speed of light in the dispersive medium is frequency dependent, each of the frequency components that constitute a short pulse of light undergoes a different time delay. If the distance of propagation through the medium is long (as in the caseof light transmissionthrough optical fibers), the pulse is dispersedin time and its width broadens, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5-4. Measures of Dispersion There are several measures of material dispersion. Dispersion in the glass optical components used with white light (light with a broad spectrum covering the visible band) is usually measured by the V-number V = (n, - l)/(n, - rzC), where nF, nD, and nc are the refractive indices at three standard wavelengths (blue 486.1 nm, yellow 589.2 nm, and red 656.3 nm, respectively). For flint glassV = 38, and for fused silica v = 68.



One measure of dispersion near a specified wavelength A, is the magnitude of the derivative dn/dh, at this wavelength. This measure is appropriate for prisms. Since the ray deflection angle 8, in the prism is a function of n [see (1.2-6)], the angular dispersion dtl,/dh, = (dO,/dn)(dn/dA,) is a product of the material dispersionfactor dn/dh, and a factor dO,/dn, which depends on the geometry and refractive index.
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Figure 5.5-4 A dispersive medium broadens a pulse of light because the different frequency components that constitute the pulse travel at different velocities. In this illustration, the low-frequency component (long wavelength, denoted R) travels faster than the high-frequency component (short wavelength, denoted B) and arrives earlier.
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The first and second derivatives dn/dA, and d2n/dht govern the effect of material dispersion on pulse propagation. It will be shown in Sec. 5.6 that a pulse of light of free-space wavelength A, travels with a velocity u = c,/ N, called the group velocity, where N = n - A, dn/dh, is called the group index. As a result of the dependenceof the group velocity itself on the wavelength, the pulse is broadened at a rate (D,la, seconds per unit distance, where a, is the spectral width of the light, and D, = - (ho/co) d 2n/dht is called the dispersion coefficient. For applications of pulse propagation in optical fibers D, is often measured in units of ps/km-nm (picoseconds of temporal spread per kilometer of optical fiber length per nanometer of spectral width; see Sec. 8.3B). Absorption and Dispersion; The Kramers -Kronig Relations Dispersion and absorption are intimately related. A dispersive material (with wavelength-dependent refractive index) must also be absorptive and the absorption coefficient must be wavelength dependent. This relation between the absorption coefficient and the refractive index has its origin in underlying relations between the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility, X’(V) and x”(v), called the Kramers-Kronig relations:



(5.510)



(5.511) Kramers - Kronig Relations



These relations permit us to determine either the real or the imaginary component of the susceptibility, if the other is known for all v. As a consequenceof (5.55), the refractive index n(v) is also related to the absorption coefficient a(v), so that if one is known for all v, the other may be determined. The Kramers-Kronig relations may be derived using a system’s approach (see Appendix B, Sec. B.l). The system that relates the polarization density 9(t) to the applied electric field g’(t) is a linear shift-invariant system with transfer function E,x(v). Since E(t) and P(t) are real, x(v) must be symmetric, x(-v) = x*(v). Since the system is causal (as all physical systemsare), the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function E~X(V) must be related by the Kramers-Kronig relations (B.l-6) and (B.l-7), from which (5.5-10) and (5.5-11) follow.



C.



The Resonant



Medium



Consider a dielectric medium for which the dynamic relation between the polarization density and the electric field is described by the linear second-order differential equation



where (T, oo, and x0 are constants.
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This relation arises when the motion of each bound charge in the medium is modeled phenomenologically by a classical harmonic oscillator, with the displacement x and the applied force St related by a linear second-order differential equation, d2x dt’+uz



dx



+6$x=



L9-. m



(5.5-13)



Here m is the mass of the bound charge, o. = (~/rn)‘/~ is its resonance angular frequency, K is the elastic constant, and (T is the damping coefficient. The force 9 = eZ, and the polarization density 9 = Nex, where e is the electron charge and N is the number of charges per unit volume. Therefore 9’ and 8 are, respectively, proportional to x and 9, so that (5.513) yields (5.512) with x0 = e2N/me,w$ The dielectric medium is completely characterized by its response to harmonic and P(t) = (monochromatic) fields. Substituting 8(t) = Re{E exp(jwt)} Re{P exp(jot)} into (5.5-12) and equating coefficients of exp(jot), we obtain ( -02



+ juo



+ oE)P



= &eo,yOE,



(5.5-14)



from which P = E,[x~w$/(o~ - o2 + jao)]E. We write this relation in the form and substitute w = 27rv to obtain an expression for the frequencydependent susceptibility,



P = E&)E



(5.5-15) Susceptibility of a Resonant Medium



where v. = oo/2rr is the resonancefrequency, and Av = a/27r. The real and imaginary parts of X(V),



vo”(vo” - v’) xf(v>=x0 v; - v2)’ + (v Avj2 ( v;v Au x”(V)



= -x0



(5.546)



(5.5-l 7)



( v; - v2 )’ + (vAvJ2



are plotted in Fig. 5.5-5. At frequencies well below resonance (v c vo), x’(v) =: x0 and x”(v) = 0, so that x0 is the low-frequency susceptibility. At frequencies well above resonance (v 3 vo), x’(v) = x”(v) = 0 and the medium acts like free space. At resonance (v = vo), x’(vo) = 0 and --x”(v) reaches its peak value of (vo/Av)xo. Usually, v. is much greater than Au so that the peak value of -x”(v) is much greater than the low-frequency value x0. We are often interested in the behavior of x(v) near resonance,where v = vo. We may then use the approximation 0 (normal dispersion), the travel time for the higher-frequency component is longer than the travel time for the lower-frequency component. Thus shorter-wavelength components are slower, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.5-4. Normal dispersion occurs in glassin the visible band. At longer wavelengths, however, D, < 0 (anomalous dispersion), so that the shorter-wavelength components are faster. If the pulse has a spectral width a, (Hz), then



(5.6-10)



is an estimate of the spread of its temporal width. The dispersion coefficient D,, is therefore a measure of the pulse time broadening per unit spectral width per unit distance (s/m-Hz). The shape of the transmitted pulse may be determined using the approximate transfer function (5.6-7). The corresponding impulse-responsefunction h(t) is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform,



I



I h(t)



1



= x, ( jlD,lz)



’



(5.6-11) Impulse-Response Function



This may be shown by noting that the Fourier transform of exp( jTt2) is fi exp( -j,rrf2) and using the scaling and delay properties of the Fourier transform (see Appendix A, Sec. A.1 and Table A.l-1). The complex envelope &‘(z, t) may be obtained by convolving the initial complex envelope L&O, t) with the impulse-responsefunction h(t), as in (5.6-5).
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Gaussian Pulses As an example, assumethat the complex envelope of the incident wave is a Gaussian pulse d(O, t) = exp( - t2/Ti) with l/e half-width TV. The result of the convolution integral (5.6-5), when (5.6-11) is used and cy = 0, is



d(z,t) = -40) 44



(5.6-12)



,



where q(z)



=z



+jz,,



The intensity I&‘(z, t>12= /q(o)/q(z)i function ld(z,



t)12 = -$



zo=



mo” y9



exp[ -dt



Z



rd=



Y



(5.6-13)



2



- Tdj2 Idl/D,q(z))l



is a Gaussian



2( t - Td)2



exp



(5.6-14)



centered about the delay time Td = z/u and of width 2 l/2



[ ( )I



T(Z) =7(J 1+



;



*



(5.6-15) Width Broadening of a Gaussian Pulse



The variation of r(z) with z is illustrated in Fig. 5.6-3. In the limit z B+ zo,



7(z) = ToL ,zol = lm&



(5.6-16) 0



so that the pulse width increaseslinearly with z. The width of the transmitted pulse is
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Figure 5.6-3 Gaussian pulse spreading as a function of distance. For large distances, the width increases at the rate IDVl/~~o, which is inversely proportional to the initial width TV.
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then inversely proportional to the initial width TV. This is expected since a narrow pulse has a broad spectrum corresponding to a more pronounced dispersion. If cV = l/‘rrro is interpreted as the spectral width of the initial pulse, then r(z) = ]D,la,z, which is the same expression as in (5.6-10). *Analogy Between Pulse Dispersion and Fresnel Diffraction Expression (5.6-11) for the impulse-response function indicates that after traveling a distance z in a dispersive medium, an impulse at t = 0 spreads and becomes proportional to exp(jr t2/Dvz), where the delay TV has been ignored. This is mathematically analogousto Fresnel diffraction, for which a point at x = y = 0 creates a paraboloidal wave proportional to exp[ -j&x* + y *)/AZ] (see Sec. 4.1C). With the correspondences x (or y ) t* t and A * -D,, the approximate temporal spread of a pulse is analogous to the Fresnel diffraction of a “spatial pulse” (an aperture function). The dispersion coefficient -D, for temporal dispersion is analogous to the wavelength for diffraction (“spatial dispersion”). The analogy holds because the Fresnel approximation and the dispersion approximation both make use of Taylor-series approximations carried to the quadratic term. The temporal dispersion of a Gaussianpulse in a dispersive medium, for example, is analogousto the diffraction of a Gaussian beam in free space. The width of the beam is W(z) = W,[l + (z/z,)*]~/*, where z. = nPl’t/A [see (3.1-8) and (3.1-ll)], which is analogousto the width in (5.6-15), T(Z) = ro[l + (z/z~)*]~/*, where z. = rrt/( -Q,). *Pulse Compression in a Dispersive Medium by Chirping The analogy between the diffraction of a Gaussian beam and the dispersion of a Gaussianpulse can be carried further. Since the spatial width of a Gaussianbeam can be reduced by use of a focusing lens (see Sec. 3.2), could the temporal width of a Gaussianpulse be compressedby use of an analogoussystem? A lens of focal length f introduces a phase factor exp[jr(x* + y*)/hf] (see Sec. 3.2A), which bends the wavefronts so that a beam of initial width W. is focused near the focal plane to a smaller width Wc’ = W,/[l + (~~/f)*]~/*, where z. = rlVz/A [see (3.2-13)]. Similarly, if the Gaussian pulse is multiplied by the phase factor exp( -jrt */D,f), a pulse of initial width r. would be compressedto a width ~1)= after propagating a distance = f in a dispersive medium with To/[1 + (Z,/f)*ll’*, dispersion coefficient D,, where z. = -TT~/D,. Clearly, the pulse would be broadened again if it travels farther. The phase factor exp( -jr t */DJ> may be regarded as a frequency modulation of the initial pulse exp( - t2/Ti) exp(j2rvot). The instantaneousfrequency of the modulated pulse (1/27~ times the derivative of the phase) is v. - t/D,f. Under conditions of normal dispersion, D, > 0, the instantaneous frequency decreases linearly as a function of time. The pulse is said to be chirped. The process of pulse compression is depicted in Fig. 5.6-4. The high-frequency components of the chirped pulse appear before the low frequency components. In a medium with normal dispersion, the travel time of the high-frequency components is longer than that of the low-frequency components. These two effects are balanced at a certain propagation distance at which the pulse is compressedto a minimum width. *Differential Equation Governing Pulse Propagation We now use the transfer function X(f) in (5.6-7) to generate a differential equation governing the envelope M’(z, t). Substituting (5.6-7) into (5.6-2), we obtain A(z, f) = A(0, f) exp( -crz/2 - j2rrfz/v - jrD,zf*). Taking the derivative with respect to z, we obtain the differential equation (d/dz)A(z, f) = (-a/2 - j2rf/v - jrDvf2)A(z, f). Taking the inverse Fourier transform of both sides,and noting that the inverse Fourier transforms of A(z, f), j2rfA(z, f), and (j2rf)*A(z, f) are J&Z, t), L&z, t)/dt, and
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Figure 5.6-4 Compression of a chirped pulse in a medium with normal dispersion. The low frequency (marked R) occurs after the high frequency (marked B) in the initial pulse, but it catches up since it travels faster. Upon further propagation,the pulsespreadsagainas the R component arrives earlier than the B component.



a*&(~, t)/dt*,



respectively, we obtain a partial differential equation for M = J&Z, t):



I



Envelope Wave Equation in a Dispersive Medium



The Gaussian pulse (5.6-12) is clearly a solution to this equation. Assuming that cx = 0 and using a coordinate systemmoving with velocity v, (5.6-17) simplifies to



a*%& 47 a&f --$- +j--z =o. ”



(5.648)



Equation (5.6-18) is analogousto the paraxial Helmholtz equation (2.2-22), confirming the analogy between dispersion in time and diffraction in space. Wavelength Dependence of Group Velocity and Dispersion Coefficient Since the group velocity v and the dispersion coefficient D, are the most important parameters governing pulse propagation in dispersive media, it is useful to examine their dependence on the wavelength. Substituting p = n27rv/c, = n2r/h, and v = c,/h, in the definitions (5.6-8) and (5.6-9) yields
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Figure 5.6-5 Wavelength dependence of optical parameters of fused silica: the refractive index n, the group index N = c,/u, and the dispersion coefficient D,. At A, = 1.312 pm, n has a point of inflection, the group velocity u is maximum, the group index N is minimum, and the dispersion coefficient D, vanishes. At this wavelength the pulse broadening is minimal.



and



(5.6-20) Dispersion



Coefficient



(s / m-Hz)



The parameter N is often called the group index. It is also common to define a dispersion coefficient D, in terms of the wavelength instead of the frequency by use of the relation D, dh = D, dv, which gives D, = D, du/dh, = D,(-co/At), and+



(5.6-21) Dispersion



Coefficient (s / m-nm)



The pulse broadening for a source of spectral width cA is, in analogy with (5.6-lo), a7 = ID,lo,z. ‘Another



dispersion coefficient



M = -DA



is also widely



used in the literature.
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In fiber-optics applications, D, is usually given in units of ps/km-nm, where the pulse broadening is measured in picoseconds, the length of the medium in kilometers, and the source spectral width in nanometers. The wavelength dependence of n, N, and D, for silica glass are illustrated in Fig. 5.6-5. For A, < 1.312 pm, D, < 0 (Dv > 0; normal dispersion). For A, > 1.312 pm, D, > 0, so that the dispersion is anomalous. Near A, = 1.312 pm, the dispersion coefficient vanishes. This property is significant in the design of light-transmission systems based on the use of optical pulses, as will become clear in Sets. 8.3, 19.8, and 22.1.
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PROBLEMS 5.1-1



An Electromagnetic Wave. An electromagnetic wave in field 8 = f( t - z/c& where i is a unit vector in exp( - t2/r2) exp(j2rvnt), and T is a constant. Describe wave and determine an expression for the magnetic field



free space has an electric the x direction, f(t) = the physical nature of this vector.



5.2-l



Dielectric Media. Identify the media described linearity, dispersiveness, spatial dispersiveness, (a)p=E,Xg-aVX8, (b) 9 + ag2 = ~~8, (c) a,d29/dt2 + a,iLG@/dt +9 = E~XC%, (d) 9 = e&al + a2 exp[ -(x2 + y2)l&, where x, a, a,, and a2 are constants.



5.3-l



Traveling Standing Wave. The complex amplitude of the electric field of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave of wavelength A, traveling in free space is E(r) = E, sin By exp( -j/32)2. (a) Determine a relation between p and A,.



by the following equations, and homogeneity.



regarding
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(b) Derive an expression for the magnetic field vector H(r). (c) Determine the direction of flow of optical power. (d) This wave may be regardedas the sumof two TEM plane waves.Determine their directions of propagation. 5.4-l



Electric Field of Focused Light. (a) 1 W of optical power is focuseduniformly on a flat target of size 0.1 x 0.1 mm2 placed in free space.Determine the peak value of the electric field E, (V/m). Assumethat the optical wave is approximatedasa TEM plane wave within the area of the target. (b) Determine the electric field at the center of a Gaussianbeam(a point on the beam axis at the beamwaist) if the beam power is 1 W and the beamwaist radius W, = 0.1 mm. Refer to Sec. 3.1.



5.5-l Conductivity and Absorption. In a medium with an electric current density ,./, Maxwell’s equation (5.2-4) is modified to V x Z’ =/ + E&Y/at, with the other equationsunaltered. If the mediumis describedby Ohm’s law, f = ~8, where u is the conductivity, show that the Helmholtz equation, (5.3-15), is applicable with a complex-valued k. Show that a plane wave traveling in this medium is attenuated, and determine an expressionfor the attenuation coefficient (Y. 5.5-2



in a Medium with Sharp Absorption Band. Considera resonantmedium for which the susceptibility x(v) is given by (5.5-15) with Au = 0. Determine an expressionfor the refractive index n(v) using(5.5-5) and plot it as a function of v. Explain the physical significanceof the result.



5.5-3



Dispersion in a Medium with Two Absorption Bands. Solid materialsthat could be used for making optical fibers typically exhibit strong absorption in the blue or ultraviolet region and strong absorptionin the middle infrared region. Modeling the material as having two narrow resonantabsorptionswith Au = 0 at wavelengthsA,, and ho2, use the results of Problem 5.5-2 to sketch the wavelength dependenceof the refractive index. Assumethat the parameter x0 is the samefor both resonances.



Dispersion



5.6-l Amplitude-Modulated Wave in a Dispersive Medium. An amplitude-modulatedwave with complex wavefunction a(t) = [l + m cos(277f,t)]exp(j2rvot) at z = 0, where fs -=Kvo, travels a distance z through a dispersivemediumof propagation constant PCv 1and negli gible att enuation. If p(vo) = PO,p(vo - fs) = pi, and p(vo + f,) = p2, derive an expressionfor the complex envelope of the transmittedwave as a function of PO, PI, P2, and z. Show that at certain distances z the wave is amplitude modulatedwith no phasemodulation. 5.6-2



Group Velocity in a Resonant Medium. Determine an expressionfor the group velocity u of a resonantmediumwith refractive index given by (5.5-21),(5.5-19), and (5.5-20). Plot u as a function of the frequency v.



5.6-3



in an Optical Fiber. A Gaussianpulseof width r. = 100ps travels a distanceof 1 km through an optical fiber made of fused silicawith the characteristics shown in Fig. 5.6-5. Estimate the time delay ?d and the width of the received pulse if the wavelength is (a) 0.8 pm; (b) 1.312 pm; (c) 1.55pm. Pulse broadening
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